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TOGETHER PROJECT for IDS 4950
by Karen Johnson
This project integrates my Mass Communications education by producing a prototype for a
community news magazine. The course work in this academic program taught me the basics:
Mass Communications and Society
Writing for the Mass Media
Beginning Reporting
Research Methods

Magazine Feature Writing
Communications Law
News Editing

This semester I am taking Media Ethics, Publication Design and doing a practicum at
Tampa Bay Magazine. This exercise will incorporate all aspects of what I have learned, using an
interdisciplinary approach, combining the mass media and the concept of community from
sociology.
The magazine prototype will include approximately 12 story ideas with resulting written
and visual treatment plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Table of Contents
Editorial Page/Masthead (could be together or separate)
Community Watch (community news, trends)
Media and the Community (an examination of print media and community
working together -- includes a reading habits and lifestyle questionnaire)
TOGETIIER calendar -- with a focus on cultural diversity
TOGETHER word-search-- puzzle including "buzzwords" from the articles
Introspection/Retrospection -- on the project experience

The layout and design of the magazine will give me an opportunity to use QuarkXPress on
the Mac as well as my own word processing and layout program on my IBM called AmiPro.
I hope this prototype would function either as an offering in the SWlday paper or as an
educational tool in schools and community operations, consciously avoiding "tabloid journalism"
yet not "good news press." It need not offend, yet, should provide a forwn for dialogue.
Newspapers have ah·eady taken steps to be more responsive to the community. The
"People Project" at the Wichita Eagle and research at the Columbus (Ga.) Ledger seem to point
toward a positive experience when the media and the conummity work together.
TOGETHER: A COMMUNITY NEWSMAGAZINE.
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TOGETHER

explores issues
affecting your life and place in the
community and world.
• Any magazine takes a chance when
adopting an editorial concept.
• The readers are the lifeline.
• The first issue of TOGETHER
incorporates the LOST 4 Rs:

aRts
wRiting
Reading
conveRsation
• A community can solve problems
by discussing ideas and feelings.
• Become a part of the larger family
and encourage your family, friends
and neighbors to do the same.
• We will all benefit from the rediscovery of our world:
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·public Radio:

The Aitwaves Are Alive

Reef Wars!

Anything Goes
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Y au are lead through your
lifetime by the inner
learning creature, the
playful spiritual being that
is your real self
Don't turn away from possible
futures before you're
certain you don't have
anything to learn from
them.
Yau 're always free to change
your mind and choose a
different future, or a
different past .
from the "Messiah's Handbook"
in Illusions
by Richard Bach
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A CO:MrviUNITY

TOGETHER

NEWSMAGAZINE IN SEARCH OF
AN AGENDA

]n the great "Wichita Experiment, "

The mission of IOGEUIER is to

editor Davis Merritt, Jr. says the
Eagle is still in search ofan
agenda. That is heartening news as
I approach my project for a
newsmagazine format. There is no
target audience, although there are
demographics available for those
who do marketing studies. I seek a
sense ofcommunity which has lost
some ofits definition somewhere
along the road

explore issues affecting a people's lives and
place in the community and the world. The

Agenda
This project allows the reader to go
on a jowney. The road to community
starts with people who are infonned and
who are willing to act. We are ultimately
part of a number of social circles -- as a
family member, a friend or coworker. We
Jive among our neighbors; we belong to
organizations that allows us to share
interests or ideologies.
The magazine, TOGETHER
helps a citizen become a true member of
the community. A shift in the way
jownalists practice their craft has allowed
newspapers a chance to participate in and
in some cases initiate the process of civic
transfonnation. The process consists of
three steps:
• revitalizing citizenship and civic duty
• creating a like-rnindedness and
consensus
• creating a community of morally
literate citizens
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mission of the premiere issue of
TOGETIIER incorporates what I call the
LOST 4Rs:

aRts
Reading

wRiting
conveRsation

The educational process of
becoming a morally literate citizen means
that there must be information available to
make choices. We need to know the inner
workings of our society and our role in the
democratic process. As we learn these
interactions, we learn to share what we
know with our families, fiiends and
neighbors. The last stage of the
cornrnunitarian synthesis is for these
"groups" to work with each other. These
groups can be people from different
ethnic, religious, social and political
backgrounds. They twn the wheels of
democracy by exercising their right to vote,
attending public meetings, writing letters to
the editor and serving on juries.
More importantly, a community
can work with the media to solve its
problems by sharing feelings and ideas.
This notion of sharing redis1ributes power
and gives each individual more control
over his/her life. This power, however,
must be tempered with the fact that people
tend to make decisions from the editorial
comment around them.

Wants and Needs
Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs
illustrates the basic call to action:

•
•
•
•
•

Survival
Safety
Belonging
Esteem
Potential
At any level of the hierarchy,
infol11lation and discourse will help a
reader become an involved citizen. Other
needs such as achieving independence,
broadening interests, sensing responsibility
and giving to others make the desirability
of information a kind of reinforcement to
learning and sharing.
With the esteem-building comes
altruism, and the ability to break :free from
fear of conviction and further share
knowledge and resources with others.
Information builds a broader base of
power that empowers people across racial,
social and economic baniers that
conventional wisdom says will never be
bridged. Two statements of that wisdom
follow:
• The likelihood of response increases
with the interest in involvement in
the issue.
• The likelihood of reception increases
with the compatibility of the message
to the reader's attitudes.

Benefits
A reader makes a cognitive choice
to understand his/her surroundings thus
fostering a sense of identity as a part of the
whole. ff the people in your community
read your publication and take action to
become involved, that would be the best
kind of discourse between media and
citizens. The question remains about who
the audience is and what motivates them to
buy and read my product.
TOGETIIER offers a genuine,
straightfmward approach to journalism
that many for-profit companies simply

cannot afford to do. Some of these
benefits are already offered in quality
publications:
• a thorough examination of your
social and physical environment
• a look at local organizations at the
:front of your news
• a kind of acquaintance with people
in your community who make a
difference
• a look at trends in business and
government and the economic
impact of decisions made by your
representatives
• a way the reader can contribute to
your life, family, job and
neighborhood through volunteerism
• an understanding of your situation
and challenging you to find new,
innovative solutions
• a promise never to feel
talked-down-to (ex. this may seem
complicated, but rn take you
through it step by step)
• a promise to balance a reader's wantand need-to-knows
• a promise to pink- and blue-collar
workers for useful education and job
advancernenta~ce

• a reminder that poor communities
are rich in human resources and
putting those resources to use
• a promise between the magazine and
the reader to work toward a strong
two-way communication

Magazine format and marketing
strategies
Ideally this format would work best
as either a stand-alone publication with
some kind of limited distribution or
"piggy-backed" into a daily newspaper as a
weekly supplement. As a stand-alone the
magazine might be used as a learning tool
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in high schools. Tnis magazine couid easiiy
transfonn itself to reach a targeted market
such as teens. A corporation could use this
type of publication for its employees and
target such areas as health care, job
performance improvement and conswner
noWl!l.

This prototype is an auxiliaty to the
not in competition with it. In a
weekly format, the magazine could
summarize the news of the week in a
column named "Did You Catch This?" By
carefully choosing the interesting or
necessary stories to summarize, the
newspaper's readers would end up
spending more time with the newspaper.
Ideas for visual or written treatment:
daily press,

• cite a fact, ask a question, present a
testimonial, make a challenging
claim, do a "what if? .. " scenario
• summarize information at the side or
end of each article and tell where to
get more information
• use graphics to simplifY or reinforce
information in the story
• open stories in any informative way,
arouse expectation or make a
claim(s) to be proven later in story
• don't be afraid to talk about religion
and spirituality
• use TUFF process when possible:
truth, unbiased, full and fair
• illustrate the importance of the
historical locale ex. Dunedin's
Scottish heritage, the beach culture
or the civil rights movement during
the 1960s.
• use the decision-making process in
writing
define the problem
gather information
identifY possible solutions
make your decision
implement action
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W-hy a magazine format?
• The magazine's reach into a
demographic area would be very
strong, especially when folded into
another publication.
• The fonnat allows for the llf.le of
strong visual detail and
attention-getting devices.
• The magazine can easily present
information in capsule or detail
format and use combinations to
achieve different peoples interest and
reading goals.
• The format is used for discussions of
competing analyses for issues that
have no real solution (ie. crime is
caused by a permissive society vs.
crime is caused by poverty).
• The most important idea of all,
magazines are a good format for
people-oriented (subjective) stories
as opposed to event-oriented
(objective) stories.

Advertising concept
In many cases one of the main
criticisms of the media is that they are
influenced by advertisers. In defending Ms.
magazine's policy of accepting no
advertising, Gloria Steinem shows the
influence that large companies have in the
editorial content and the placement of ads.
The question is ... Who owns the reader?
The answer may surprise you.
The attitudes that the media hold
up when they tell us "Who's the fairest of
them all." pander to the reader's sense of
self. We need to ask, "Who are the voices
in the marketplace and what role do they
play in the discussion of community."
As an editorial intern at Tampa
Bay Magazine, I saw that the answer was
often sidestepped. The magazine might do
a restaurant review in which the restamant
is also advertiser in the magazine. This

fonn of advertorial changes the rules. I
often proof-read advertorial pieces and
sometimes there is little or no control over
the copy given to you by these advertisers.
I was given a story about a local medical
facility to proof I read and corrected
spelling and what I considered style errors.
They had written the story and wanted it to
stay the way it was originally written. Only
gross errors of spelling and punctuation
could be corrected.
I would like to propose a magazine
that presents advertising that delivers some
kind of socially responsible message.
These "green ads" or service ads would
keep some of the pressure off the editorial
process, while doing double-duty for
advertisers. The reader actually gets a
chance to learn or even do something
about an issue.
A company may have a charity that
it supports or may feel strongly about an
environmental issue. You still have
advertisers giving you what you want they
want you to read, but why not make them
teach you something at the same time. I
have included several samples of this
advertising style at the end of this proposal.
The media must learn to stop using
the language of commerce, their role is not
for "you the customer" it is for "we the
people."

Opposition
The opposition I face is one that
many print media face today -- apathy for
reading. There is less time to read as
families struggle to :find time for each
other. Cable 1V and video stores create
the technological roundtable and there is
little or no conversation around it.
We crave the video screen's action
while we avoid thinking for ourselves and
Meanwhile, we applaud television's ability
to make sleaze acceptable or, worse yet,
we do nothing at all.

Some potential readership is lost
on a group who are considered by
sociologists to be "attitudinally illiterate."
This type of person is not word-oriented,
they seek entertainment on a superficial
level (sit down and be entertained by the
1V) while tending to be social loners.
Intellectual readers, on the other
hand are a group concerned with the
esthetic side of issues. They exhibit a
serious take on philosophical matters and
tend to be non-social in a clannish way and
more self-centered.
Even though these two groups
differ from one another in a social sense,
they are both hard to reach with print
mediums such as newspapers and
magazines.
This lack of motivation to use a
product that requires time and
concentration has shown up in the
self-improvement boom of the 1980s..
Look at the number of fitness videos. Diet
books are boring, requiring time and effort
to read in order to see the results. They are
not interactive vehicles of change like a
video would be. People equate the action
(involvement) in the video with filling an
emptiness in our lives that the printed word
cannot.
That is part of the reason I do not
see my product as a strictly subscription
product. ff you can take people out of the
home environment you avoid the
distractions of horne. People are much
more open to discussion with their peers
and coworkers. Give each person in the
workplace a copy of your magazine and
they can say, "Did you read about...?" It
places an important emphasis on discourse.

Credibility
Criticisms of the media are well
documented. The way communicators
haphazardly deal with these issues seems
to yield a further credibility problem. We
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have aiready iaiked about the credibiliiy
problem. when advertisers control the
editorial content.
Other criticisms include:
• The media invade the privacy of
tho"o doomod no~m4konl.

• The media mix the news and
editorial functions into an
unacceptable form.
• The media overemphasizes "bad"
news.
• There are too many errors in facts
and too few apologies made after the
fact
Jownalists are often depicted in a
negative way and stereotyped as a group.
The ability of "tabloid jownalism" to
smear the reputations of both print and
broadcast media is a major roadblock for
acceptance into the Fourth Estate.

The Fourth Medium
Along the information
superhighway, the spirit of community
may be making a comeback. Community
"networks" in many cities across the
countzy have thousands of members in
search of a kindred soul, even if he/she is
on the other end of a modem.
This explosion in technology is like
any other advancement in its early stage -It is only available to those who have
access to a computer and the money that
access requires.
According to author Doug Schuler,
community networks can "advance social
goals such as building community
awareness, encouraging involvement in
local decision making or developing
economic opportunities in disadvantaged
communities." A sort of "one-stop
shopping" uses community-oriented
discussions, question-and-answer forums,
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and access io information from
government employees and agencies to
create access.
The Fourth medium will not do us
much good, however, if a good portion of
our citizens are functionally illiterate. In an
article in U.S. N<nVs and World Report,

there was a statement that if something
isn't done about the literacy problem, only
30 percent of the population would be
considered literate in reading beyond
eighth grade comprehension. Many people
have never even sat down at a computer,
let alone used one to communicate with
others. They would rather sit down and
have something talk to them -- to tell them
what to think and hear.
Technology is coming and I
propose that people need a system of
basic education in computers and finding
information. There would have to be
public, low-cost or no-cost access to
network terminals in public buildings,
government offices and schools to make
sure that people without computers could
still get information.
We still need to encourage people
to be seekers and learners. This brings us
back to the premise that reading can
encourage participation and discussion into
our homes and neighborhoods. With a
positive format, my magazine would
provide a balanced center for the gentle
enlightenment outward into the
community.

Existing print media
Here is a breakdown of the existing print
media:
• Daily newspapers
St. Petersburg Times
Tampa Tribune

I
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Weekly community papers and shoppers (a
sampling)
• Bay Area Views
Bay Observer
Beach Views Beacon-Leader-Bee
Economist Shopper
GulfPort
Gabber
Island Reporter
Market Place Shopping
Pinellas Park News
Suncoast News
Suncoast Shopper
Suncoast Beacon
Sunset Gazette
Tarpon Springs Leader
Tierra Verde News
Sounder News
West Coast Beacon News
• Local minority or alternative or
specialty press (a sampling)
Jewish Press of Pinellas County
Korea Times of Florida
Latino International Newspaper, Inc.
Mature Lifestyles
On Top of the World Press Assn.
Senior Voice
Sports Tampa Bay
Weekly Challenger
Tampa Bay Business Journal
Hyde Park
HERS
• Lifestyle magazines
Tampa Bay Magazine
Creative Loafing
Players Magazine
• Any targeted or special interest
periodical on the market
Demographics
Pinellas County's population is
slowly shifting in age and racial
demographics.
The 1990 census shows the
following statistics as taken fonn the Social
Indicator Report of April, 1992:

Race or ethnicity % of population
88.6%
White
Black
8.5%
Hispanic
1.8%
Asian/Pacific Islander 1.1%
from 1970
Age range % of population %change
0-14 years
15.3%
-2.7%
+10.0%
15-44 years 38.6%
-3.8%
45-64 years 20.1%
-3.5%
65+ years
25.9%
The shift in age starting with the
baby boomers should be a welcome sign to
publishers and advertiser alike. The
boomers and their parents have the
disposable incomes. I have included a
copy of the 1991 Tampa Bay
Demographics and Readership survey
done by the St. Petersburg Times.
What we need now is a campaign
to get these boomers back into reading.

Comrnunitarianism
Does "communitarianism" sound
too much like commune? Does the suffix
"ism" scare people away? Our citizens
have been well-trained to guard against
the "isms" of socialism and Communism
with a capital or small "c."
What we call our struggle, whether
it's comrnunitarianism or just bcing
neighborly, requires the same
understanding and effort.
Jay Rosen says that journalists
must seek a way to make the community a
better place to live, get on with problem
solving, create an environment where
people with needs meet people with good
intentions and, when necessacy, to extend
the (publication) beyond the news pages
and into civic life itself.
Enter TOGETHER -- a magazine
for people who have many ideas -- they
just need the spark.
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Sound the trumpets, the airwaves
Radio is a survivor. Back
before the days of TV, cable
or VCRs, radio reigned as the
mcdiwn of choice for music,
entertainment, sports and
news. Visual images were not
necessazy because the mind
created the comedy scenes of
Bums and Allen, the :fireside

The Public Broadcasting Act
of 1967 created the
Corporation for Public
Broadcasting (CPB) to fund
support (federal government,
private donations and station
membership fees) for public
radio and TV. Two events
really started the public radio

chats by President Franklin D.

movement: first, the FCC kept

Roosevelt and the moments of
terror with. Welles' "War of
the Worlds."
The advent of television dealt
radio a severe blow in the late
1940s. America began to
congregate around the TV set
to hear and now see their
world, forcing a medium that
had been on top for almost 25
years to .adapt. That
adaptation is still going on
today as stations, both
commercial and
non-commercial, try to provide
what the public wants and
needs.
Non-commercial radio was
non-existent on FM channels
prior to 1945. That year, the
Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) created 20
channels (positions) from 88 to
92 on the FM radio dial
specifically for
non-commercial stations, but
severely limited their
transmission in 1947 by only
allowing those stations I 0
watts of broadcast power
(about a two-mile range).
8

From its first broadcast on
Sept. 13, 1963 in the basement
of the old library, WUSF was
on the air weekdays from noon
to 5p.m., and sent a weak,
10-watt signal barely capable
of reaching two miles. WUSF
has progressed from that point
to a state-of-the-art facility
200,000 watta utrons, with a

raising the power wattage that sister facility in Ft. Myers,
could be used by transmitters; bringing the signal to the whole
Southwest coast of Florida.
second, the creation in 1969
The progression has been an
of the National Public Radio
uphill
struggle and a labor of
(NPR) network. The
love for the staff and
programming produced by
NPR includes award-winning, volunteers who have worked
toward this end. McDonnell
in-depth news shows like the
remembers
18 years ago very
"Morning Edition" and "All
well. She spent her days and
Things Considered."
nights down in "the Dungeon,"
Two stations in the Tampa
as
it was affectionately known,
Bay area are the recipients of
watching
water leak from the
this positive evolution.
walls while she worked. Even
Public radio stations WUSF
with the funding crusade for
89.7FM Concert 90 and
public
broadcasting in the '60s
community radio W?v1NF
and early '70s, raising money
88.5FM "Radioactive" bridge
McDonnell and others like
for
the musical tastes ofTarnpa
her was a matter of "going out
Bay and keep us infonned
and
finding some
about world and local affairs.
underwriters" and literally
According to Connie
collecting
nickels and dimes to
McDonnell, public relations
keep
the
dream
alive.
director for WUSF, the two
The 1970s were also a time
stations decided that their
of change for the station and in
programming overlapped
1971 these changes moved
about 10 years ago and they
away from its college-student
decided to "split the pie" and
and in~o a format leaning
roots
Tampa Bay carne out the big
toward classtcal music. The
wmner.
students still had their own
album-oriented rock program,
WUSF Concert 90
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of Tampa Bay are .. radioactive ..
is staffed by six reporters who
"'Ibe Undergrotmd Railroad."
follow local-breaking stories
popular. albeit controversial,
and do news reports for as well
the show tasted a little over
two years and ended one night as uses the news services of
Florida Public Radio and the
when the students cut the
power to the station during the distinguished National Public
Radio broadcasts to enhance
final show, a kind of silent
their programming.
protest to the changing times.
This quality programming all
With more than 30 years of
costs money and
history as part of
donations are still
the University of
a.f(JII4e ()#'Z, ~
the major source
South Florida
~tJII!t~Vn
of
funding for the
(USF), WUSF
~
station (almost 42
now broadcasts
~@011-~
percent). Federal
fine classical music
and state budgets
ewJik@ f6
and jazz.
are not as
According to Pat
~""~
public-broadcasti
Kemp, news
ng
friendly as
~~~
director for the
they once were.
station, the
.-~.
The twice-yearly
audiences tend to
~tt44f6
marathon
be more mature
tie
tde4t
ol
fund-raisers are
and college
~-
more important
educated than in
than ever.
the early days. The IUJt f6 tie ede4 ol
Some things,
station features
uuptaldttt;
programming like
like raising
e.l.. ~
money, never
the "Adventures in
Good Music" series poster on the wall of the 1change for .
hosted by Peabody
non-commercial
WUSF news office
radio. But radio
Award-winner Karl
formats are
Haas. Live
always
evolving.
Trends in
broadcasts of symphony and
non-commercial broadcasting
opera grace the airwaves
bringing popular performances formats are on the move in the
North and West-- the tum is
from the Metropolitan Opera
to "talk radio." According to
House and other famous
Kemp, that trend may well be
venues across the nation right
on its way south, but for
into your home.
WUSF's audience, they like
Excellence in broadcasting,
things just the way they are.
however, goes beyond music
at WUSF. The news division

Radio Reading Service "We Turn Sight Into
Sound''
Eight million people
nationwide are either visually
or physically handicapped to
the point where they cannot
read these words or hold this
magazine. A radio reading
service at WUSF provides
4,500 local individuals with
special sub-carrier receivers to
hear news and local grocery
store ads. Local newspapers
and articles from national
magazines not available from
the Library of Congress'
Talking Book Program.
are read by more than 250
volunteers, 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.. Funding is
provided by philanthropic
foundations, friends of WUSF
and a grant from the Florida
Department of Education.
The program is 15 years old
and is one of the only 100
percent, locally-produced
services in the country.
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WMNF "Radioactive"
Driving down M.L. King
Blvd. E., you just look for the
WMNF call letters painted on
the front of the house-turnedstudio-turned-home of
"Radioactive" 88.S(FM).
Inside the cinder block
building, the frenzy of activity
is never-ending. Staff and
volunteers devote their time
and energy answering phones,
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running from office to office
taking care of station business
and many of them taking turns
in the recording and
broadcasting booths to keep
the solely listener-supported
radio suation on tho Air.

Energy is an abundant and
necessary commodity at the
station.
One thing that is in short
supply at the station is space.
Dreams of a larger facility
loom in the future for station
manager, Greg Mussehnan, as
he pulls down ladders to show
off the attic lofts, the last
frontier of storage space in the
current building. The station's
occupants just finished a battle
with a "sick building"
syndrome. "There was dust
and all kinds of stuff that carne
out of the air handling system
when the ceiling tiles were
removed," said Musselman.
Volunteer programmers
present no less than 46
different types of music from
bluegrass to techno and
doo-wop to hip-hop, day and
night. These efforts are a
continuing source of pride at
the home of non-commercial,
listener-supported WMNF,
self-described as "a source for
alternative music, news and
public affairs in the Tarnpa
Bay area." Two times a year
programmers do fund-raising
marathons, which is one of the
largest sources of funds for the
station's operation.
The station first went on the
air in September, 1979 with a
home-made control board.
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Tne technoiogy has changed a
lot since then; CDs have
replaced the record album in
the stores but thanks to the
diligent efforts of listeners,
thousands of otherwise extinct
rc:cord8 and cMscttcs fill the
shelves, irreplaceable treasures
of jazz, swing, blues and rock..
During the National
Federation of Community
Broadcasters recent
conference, held locally this
year in Clearwater, about 50 of
the members toured the station
and were duly impressed with
what they saw: a flagship and
model of what the South and
community radio are all about.
Over 7, 000 core
listener-pledgers and numerous
undetWriters enable the station
to stay focused as the medium
for the people of Tampa Bay
to stay in touch.
The 7-1 Oa.m. morning drive
programming with its popular
"Morning Show" and
contemporacy music appeals to
the baby boomers. However,
that audience is not the
primacy focus of WMNF.
Almost one-third of the
station's audience is
African-American and
programming generally reflects
the station's promise to give
minorities access and a voice
to be heard.
WMNF is an NPR and
Pacifica Radio affiliate. The
station maintains a dialogue of
opposing viewpoints and offers
public affairs and news
programming that covers
politics, the environment and

social and global issues. Rob
Lorei, news director at
W1vlNF, occasionally scores a
coup over local news
organizations. Many of the
tips come from listeners or
people who feel that the
traditional media have ignored
a particular situation.
Never one to turn its back on
a cause, whether the occasion
is to help out with a benefit
concert or just for fun and
celebration, WMNF is a
prominent presence in the
community. One such
celebration is the "Tropical
Heatwave" coming up May
6-7. As many as 20 bands will
warm up the Bay area as the
summer gets into full swing.
Sign-off
WUSF and WMNF are radio
stations at two different points
on the time and space
continuum. The relationships
these stations have developed
with their listeners is one of
interdependence, yet with the
single hope of bringing the
people of Tampa Bay together.

JAZZ. RAP BLUEGRASS COUNTRY
BRfTlSH MOTOWN POLKA PUNK
INDUSTRIAL ALTERNA'TlVE BLUES
R&B ROCKABILLY UNDERGROUND
BE-BOP HIP-HOP D~WOP ROCK
CAJUN-ZYOECO JEWISH DREAMPOP
HARDCORE BEACH MUSIC REGGAE
IMPROVISATlONAL RARE "60S SWING
BIG BAND AFRO-ORIGIN OLD WAVE
URBAN BEAT SYNTH-POP TECHNO
ACOUSTIC WORLD BEAT COWBOY
NEW AGE AMERICAN ROOTS
GOSPEL WOMYN EXPERIMENTAL
NEW WAVE NA'TlVE AMERICAN
ELECTRONIC - 46 TYPES OF
MUSIC PLAYED ON WMNF 88.5Ft.4

HAPPY TO BE HERE
Remember your first day at
school? The first day of
Jdndergartell you were
probably apprehensive, maybe
even scared; you were excited,
maybe not even able to say
why. Returning to college in
your 30s is like that first day of
kindergarten, but now it's the
first day of a second chance at

life.
"I have never been happier,"
says Julie Ransberger, an
English major on the Bayboro
campus of the University of
South Florida (USF).
Following the tradition of high
school and then marriage, Julie
attended technical school and
worked at several different
jobs. "What I didn't have was a
sense of who I was or what I
wanted," says Ransberger. Her
husband encouraged her to
retwn to college. Along with
her education she now has a
focus - teaching composition
or literature at a community
college.
She says that self-esteem and
confidence are side-benefits to
the education itself. "I didn't
want to stay in one place
forever."
According to the College
Board, a college research
organization, 43 percent of
students return to school to
fulfill personal goals.
Statistics from the
Department of Education show
that Ransberger joined

growing numbers of students
who have returned to campus
life after the age of25. The
average age at USF - Bayboro
is31.
One in 25 Americans over
the age of 25 is enrolled in
college; 60 percent of them are
in a degree-seeking program.
More than 40 percent of
students are over the age of
25; 60 percent of those are
women.
Gail Miller, another USF
English major, first took the
role of wife and mother. But.
she made the promise to
herself that when her oldest
child went off to college, she
would do the same.
"My husband and I drove
our son up to college in
Georgia," says Miller. When
she returned from the trip she
registered for her first college
classes
Adult students bring life-and
work-experience with them to
the classroom. Elvera Holroyd,
a mass communications major,
took another road altogether.
She says, "I went back to fill in
the holes where life experience
didn't."
Although personal ful:filhnent
is one of the reasons for
returning to school, 57 percent
return to advance their career
or to simply start over in
another field. Students often
ease back into school on a part
time basis, but a full 25

~-

percent of these students are
now full-time and anticipate
getting a bachelor's degree and
even going on to graduate
school.
Matt Cunningham went to
college right out of high school
but decided to leave school to
devote time to a career.
"After 15 years, I reached
what I could reach in my
field," says Matt. This career
plateauing brought Matt back
to college. "I didn't expect to
see any older students here
when I came back; it's very
refreshing."
College administrators are
relieved to see so many adult
students on campus. Lower
high school enrollment meant
that many colleges had to find
other ways to fill seats.
Colleges are offering more
evening classes and providing
new types of career counseling
for the older student.
With all the reasons students
have in returning to college
life, the consensus seems to be
that it's one of the most
positive experiences of their
lives.
Call USF-Bayboro at (813)
893-9536 for information.
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Public

access
•

ptoneers
The "marketplace of ideas" has
gone high-tech. w~ are raising
a video generation and offering
something for everyone in the
community.
Lenny Balas and Glenn Foster want to
raise some hell -- and consciousness.
Thanks to public access television. they and
a dozen other students have just 10 weeks
of training to do just that.
Anyone who has an interest in learning to
produce public access programs can join
the more than 2000 Vision Cable
production graduates. The members of the
fall, 1993 class have
varying reasons for
being there, but for
now...
Cue up...fade to
black. It's Group B's
tum to run the
control panel at
Vision Cable's public access studio in Palm
Harbor. Group A positions the
three cameras and does "mike checks." The
staid, but pleasing set consists of two
chairs, a table with an artificial fern in a
wicker basket, four marble-like columns
and a real host and guest.
This is the fifth week of class and today's
lesson is about the
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"switcher," a controller for previewing and
switching among the three cameras. The
six members of Group B insist their
rotations at the control panel are sheer
terror.
Any V anDell, access coordinator for
Vision Cable, guides them through a
four-minute segment -- a thirty-second
musical opening, a two-and-a-half minute
talk segment and a thirty second public
service announcement.
"It's so easy to learn to fly," says one
student, his hand trembling slightly over the
maze of buttons, fader bars, toggle
switches and shuttle knobs.
The woman at the helm of the video
player and recorder machines looks
frantically between the tape counter and
her production sheet. She is waiting for her
cues from V anDell, who calmly calls out
directions to the floor director, three
camera operators and three different
technicians.
Lenny and Glenn role-play as host and
guest. The microphone checks employ
ad-lib banter. Everyone cracks up when the
two rebels talk about trading in their
motorcycles for unicycles and hitting the
open road.
This training process may seem like fun
and games, but many of the students are
serious about the messages they want to get
out to the community. They are gathered to

espouse their talents, opinions and
On this no!e, Visi~n <:able is r~ady to
bilosophies.
defend and mdenmify itself agamst any and
pThe "marketplace of ideas" has gone
all complaints. The cable company does
bigb-tech and the controversy over the fine
not preview or edit any tapes aired on
line between obscenity and decency,
public access. "The public are the police,"
incitement and advocacy and
according to V anDell.
commercialism and infonnation rages
"We don't investigate the program's
onward.
motives," V anDell adds. "The material is
"Beach Patrol," a fonner public access
the ultimate responsibility of the program's
program, featured a roving video crew who
producer. If there is a complaint, we go
went bar-hopping in search of wet T -shirt
directly to them."
contests and other fonns of adult fare.
When the producer(s) sign the "Statement
"Once the program reached a
of Compliance," they become
measure of success," according to " •• ·f'd ,.••
t. ~ 14 so~ety liable (civilly ~d or
VanDell, "they moved on to a
criminally) for what ts
leased-cable channel where they
lt4d ill ~ ~. broadcast. The other
could commercialize their
protection afforded Vision
1,.#,. three teu6
product"
r-'"''
'
'
Cable is shown at the
...Fade back to Lenny Balas and tJHe • ••
t6 /tad"
beginning and end of each
Glenn Foster. These two guys are
show.
taking the course in order to
AMY VAN DELL. TALKING HER
A Vision Cable
create their own "electronic
STUDENTS DOWN FROM A
reporter/producer, Carrie Lee
soapbox "
TRIAL RUN OF A SEGMENT
says, "It is so important to
•
•
TAPED IN A TRAINING
11
have
the Vision Cable
The courthouse lS so remote
SESSION AT VISION CABLE
11
technician run the disclaimer at
from most people's lives, says
PUBLIC ACCESS STUDIOS IN
Balas. "We don't want to preach
PALM HARBOR.
the beginning and ending of
to the choir (lawyers and clerks)
each program. It's critical; a
passing by. We want to make
person could lose his/her job. 11
people see the light of day, to change
.. .It's coffee break time for the access
public opinion."
pioneers. Spanos Harding is a salesman for
"The traditional media are too busy
Marketing and Management Corp. of
wonied about the sales of Kleenex," says
America. "I sell investment packages to
Balas. Without being specific Balas
people who are just middle-class folks. I
says, 11Take a story about Judge Mary Jo
make their lives better in their later years."
McAllister. The (St. Petersburg ) Times
Harding has been in sales most of his life.
wouldn't touch that with a ten-foot pole."
His first job was selling gold. "There's a
On the other hand, Foster says, "We want
real market for 'old gold' out there, 11 he tells
to raise some hell and have some fun. If we
Jim. "I can get old gold for $9.50 a gram."
do libel someone, what are they going to
Jim can top Spanos' claim with his own
do, take our motorcycles from us?" jokes
connections. "I have direct dealings with
Foster.
the diamond mines. That's where the
money is now -- in uncut gems."
Balas continues on his platform. "We
Sounds like Spanos and Jim should go
want our show to be entertaining. If the
into business together. Well, in a way, they
program is too stilted, you lose you
are joining forces. They are both here to
audience. We want to cut it loose!"

4
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• video production for the same reason
Jcatn """ can produce intiomercuwo.
~ -1-so th"'J
•

AJthough public access must remam
-commercial, there is no rule that you
team the ropes at Vision Cable for
{utUrC commercial ventures.
" ... Everyone trade places and we'll start
from the top," VanDell says. "Cue up
roD-ins, two seconds and fifteen frames
back."
"Ten years ago, Vision Cable had a big
push to get people involved with access
TV," remembers VanDell. "By
word-of-mouth, everyone now knows
someone who is involved with public
access."
"We are raising a video generation."
V anDell insists that access is the way to get
your message out into the community. The
people sending the messages are as varied
as the public they wish to setve. There is
something for everyone.
The Pinellas County Historical Society
was one of the first to produce its own
program, "Pinellas Past." Over the years,
various church groups and civic
organizations have used half-hour
programs to inform viewers of what is
going on in their community.
Michael Cohen has only been in front of
the camera as the host of a show featuring
intetviews and information of interest to
militacy veterans. "We have interviewed
just about everyone who is involved with
veteran's issues in Central Florida. There is
such a positive response from our viewers."
I've never been behind the scenes before,"
says Cohen. "Being in front of the camera
has its own set of problems, but the control
room really makes you nervous."
Tension runs to a fever pitch -- it's pop
quiz time!
"How many seconds are there of preron?
Anyone?"
VanDell tries to coax the answer from
Bill Lee, a member of the Clearwater

:'t
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Power Squadron. He and his wife, Betty,
did an entertainment show on public access
up north.
"The equipment up north is different," he
says. "And I missed last week's class so I
feel really lost."
Just fom more classes and they will be
certified to edit the video and audio content
of their own shows.
One young woman is hoping to work on a
program sponsored by Parental Views, a
group that helps 102 Pinellas families with
child-rearing skills.
Kathy is an employee at the University of
South Florida's Mental Health Institute.
She has done some short videos to help her
training department. She is using the public
access production course as experience to
further her career.
"... Get ready to fade to black in five
seconds, four, three two one...fade to
black." Sighs of relief, people slump back
in their chairs; the stifling air begins to
clear. Another class is done-- one step
closer to the end -- or is it the beginning?
The next week, Lenny and Glenn did a
no-show.
Somewhere out there on the road, a pair
of leather-jacketed, crash-helmeted
motorcyclists ride in search of truth,
modem muckrakers and yellow journalists
riding the wire.
Vision Cable holds 10-week training
sessions four times per year in one north
county and one south county location.
They are often booked for the next class
before the current one is over.
For information about public access or the
Vision Cable training program call Vision
Cable at (813) 785-5439.

FADE TO BLACK

JANUARY
CALENDAR
As the first month ofthe current
calendar, January is namedfor the
Roman god, Janus. The two..faced,
bearded god looked to the future and
to the past while he presided over all
beginnings and gateways through
space and time. Janus also ruled over
the first hour ofthe day.
Celebrations and food

black-eyed peas and hog jowls (U.S. south)
hening (German)
lobster (Japanese)
sauerkraut (Pennsylvania Dutch)
lohan chai (Chinese)

Birthdays

• Robert Bums
• Edgar Allen Poe
• Sherlock Holmes
• Gen. Douglas MacArthur
• Gen. Robert E. Lee
• Gen. Stonewall Jackson
• Paul Revere
• Alexander Hamilton
• Ben Franklin
• Thomas Paine
• Millard Fillmore
• Richard Nixon
• William McKinley
• Franklin D. Roosevelt
• Martin Luther King, Jr.
Historic event

Activities

• festivals ward off winter and greet spring
• visiting family and fiiends
• cleaning the house for the new year
• lighting firecrackers and shooting guns
Superstitions
• if the first visitor of the year is a man,

you'll have good luck all year
• fill your salt shaker on New Years Day
and you will prosper the rest of the year
• if you sew on New Year's Day, you'll
sew a shroud for a member of your
family by year's end
Religious Days

• Epiphany
• Islamic New Year
• Tet
• Chinese New Year

The Emancipation Proclamation was signed by
Pres. Abraham Lincoln on January 1, 1863.
Part of the text from that speech:
"To whit. I, Abraham Lincoln. President of
the United States, by virtue of the power in me
vested as commander and chief of the army
and navy of the United States, order and
declare that all persons held as slaves within
said designated states are and hence forth
f01ward shall be free ...
...and that the executive government of the
United States including the military and naval
authorities thereof will recognize and maintain
the freedom of said persons.
And I hereby enjoin upon the people so
declared to be free to abstain from all violence
unless in self defense.
And I recommend then that in all cases when
allowed, they labor faithfully for reasonable
wages...
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Pluggies for God: A Farce
Wjnston's house was his temple. Each
morning before dawn, the automatic garage
door opener would grind open like a sleepy
eye and a blinding fluorescent light would
bathe the street. Winston started the 1968,
blue Chrysler Imperial, putting the car into
drive and not reverse. His car was always
backed into the garage as if never turning its
back on the world outside. Each evening after
dark, the "blue tank" returned, the light from
the sleepy eye would reopen and close. Home
again.
A walnut veneer entertainment center and
matching desk were Winston's altar. The Sony
TV, VCR and laser disk player, all controlled
by the universal remote contro~ awaited
Winston's commands. A cable box sat atop the
television with the number "99" glowing in red

LCD.
Although the airwaves promoted Jinuny
Swaggart and Jim and Tammy Faye, Channel
99 was the home of "The Holy Shopping
Network." HSNs motto said it all: "Our angels
are standing by to take your order. We accept
IDS Mast~ard- Sony, no CODs."
Winston's favorite show ran continuously as
an infomercial, advertising a celestial service to
its customers. The message -- "Call now and
fax your message directly to God. That's
1-900-1-FAX-GOD or 1-900-432-9463 for
non-believers. A small tithe of $19.95 per
page. This is a limited offer of eternity so call
now."
Music now blasted from the stereo system in
"Surrealsmmd." Gospel choirs competed with
Ravi Shankar's sitar meditations. No Ozzy
Osbourne or Megadeath wailed from within
these walls, although Jesus Jones had a special
place in Winston's soul.
As a counselor for cult escapees, Winston
was feeling stressed. How did God do it?
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TI1ere were so many remote controls - Click,
you're born; click, you're dead.
If Winston did have a concern or complaint,
he could just attach the required fax cover
sheet and let AT&T be his "long-distance"
carrier. Ma Bell collected the corporate manna
and your message traveled beyond fiber optics
straight to heaven.
Satan probably set up a direct fax line (using
thennal paper, of course) to play those chess
matches with God -- our souls as pawns.
Cover letter in place, Winston hit the "send"
button.
"Damn, I mean dam, the line is busy. That's
just like God when you need him."
He tried again. This time a high-pitched,
female voice answered, "Hello?" The squeal of
the failed fax signal caused Winston to slam
down the receiver. Winston hit the button once
again and this time a synthesized voice droned,
"Communication fault, please tty again."
"It's not my fault," cried Winston. "I am
1Jying to communicate. The netVe of them to
put him off.
In heaven, God sat at his Italian marble
"corporeal" desk. The view of the universe
from his window was to die for. At God's side,
Gabriel took dictation. Another major
catastrophe was in the works, by all accounts.
"Gabrie~" God spoke, "we've got to wake up
these humans; they're falling asleep on the
job."
The fax machine hummed and clicked out
the next cover sheet. Gabriel examined the
message and handed it to God and remarked,
"'t's him again-- the rehab counselor. He sent
his picture, as if you don't already know what
he looks like."
It was so great to be omniscient until you get
a bozo like Winston. God tried his best to be
patient.

eyes lit up. "I know, let's fax him
1Come on, just one time. rm dying -ooPS - I mean itching to do it just once,

please?"
.
.
.
God swiveled his chair to face Gabriel and
spoke sternly, "O.K., just this once and ri1
heat no more of this! God could really play
God sometimes.
Winston's head lay on his ann which was
propped up against the fax machine. The
vibration and hwn of the machine caused him
to jerk his head up just in time to see a fax,
printed in gold, 12-point elite, curling up in the
tray.

Plug-In Notes
Your life may not become as compartmentalized or as asocial as Winston's, but for
many people the notion of an "information
superhighway" implies just that.
Homes are fast becoming a maze of cable
and digitized machinery as more and more
Americans have jobs that allow work to be
done away from the office.
Entrepreneurs have brought the home-based
office into the mainstream. As many as 25
million people in this country now live and
work in the home environment.

The message read:
!@#$%/\&*()!@#$%/\&*()!@#$%/\&*()

Dear Winston,

Thank you for your fax. I know you are
having a tough time of it but, I know you
have the power to work it through. I am with
you always.

Remember when "fiber" was a kind of food
and satellites took those really neat photos of
clouds and space was only cyberspace in
science fiction novels?
Fiber optics and satellite transmission have
allowed the electronic global village right up to
our welcome mats.

Love,

!@#$%/\&•()!@#$%"&"'()!@#$%/\&"'()

GOD

Do any of these electronic "nets" mean
anything to anyone?
More than 10,000,000 people on 11,000
different networks seem to think that reality
can be virtual and that the community can
become "citizens of the net.".

cc: Satan
P.S. Take it one day at a time.

!@#$%/\&*()!@#$%/\&"'()!@#$%/\&•()

"What a dream!" Winston thought he must
have had a tougher day than he realized.
"Time to turn in and turn off," as Winston
yawned and stretched.
"I think ri1 call off tomorrow and take a day
for myself." Satisfied with his solution,
Winston turned off the TV, stereo and the
lights. He did leave the fax machine on though
--just in case....

The "marketplace of ideas" is now pollinated
by a swarm of information "bees." The
watchword for the on-line information
conswners remains the same - caveat emptor.

Is anyone home?
Let me out of here!
17
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and iater moved down the
Aiabama, a process called
vitrification is used to heat the
coast to Hilton Head Island,
S.C., where beach erosion is a ash to temperatures of2,800
big problem. "Hilton Head
degrees Fahrenheit, thereby
may someday be a part of
sealing any toxic materials into
Georgia. The beaches are
the resultant, glass-like
The tides play havoc along
eroding and building
substance. The cost
the shoreline of Honeymoon
all the time. It forces
for vitrification is
Jaland and local sentiment
people to think about
about $150-$200 per
about artificial reefs, like the
the struggle between
ton of ash, which
tides, is strong.
man and nature,"
makes the economic
Margery Cridland lives right
Cridland says.
aspect of waste
outside the State Park fences in
1bis struggle is a
disposal attractive to
the Royal Stewart
concern of a local
companies running out of
condominiwns. She walks
environmental group called the landfill space.
along the shores of
Natural Resources Committee,
Karen Raihill, a spokesperson
of which Cridland is for Florida Power Corp.,
Honeymoon Island
State Park every
a member. The
indicates that her company
week. As she slllVeys committee's position used ash from i1s Crystal River
the beach on her
~.. against the building
coal-burning facilities for a
walk she says, "The
of artificial barriers
pilot reef project. "We built an
shoreline changes all
has more to do with artificial reef off of Cedar Key
the time. They (the
the materials used in by mixing the coal fly ash with
the reef than with
concrete. The reef is still intact
Department of Natural
and thriving after nine years."
Resources) renourished the
the idea of the reef itself.
beach out here a couple of
Cridland explains, "Bob
Another ongoing use for the
years ago by using sand from a Peacock, a representative of
coal ash, according to RaihilJ,
sewer treatment plant building Pinellas County Solid Waste
is to "process the ash, by
site. That sand was yellow as
Management, talked to our
heating, into a substance called
opposed to the
aardelite. The
11
white, natural
Using ash for reefconstruction is a euphemism to
aardelite is
get rid 0 r solid waste.11
then formed
beach sand.

Reef
wars

~~

Th

~

.
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ey put
WALTER JAAP. A BIOLOGIST FOR THE
mto pe ets
SOO,OOO pounds
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
and used to
of sand out
make
I group. He explained that
.
building
here. Within a
year, most of it had washed
materials (blocks). The blocks
incinerator ash is made into
into the Gulf or moved north
blocks and these are sunk into
are lighter than concrete and,
or south along the island with
a reef to provide anchoring for beca~e of the large demand
the force of the tides. Mother
for this product, consumes up
marine life. Our concern is
Nature puts the sand where
what that ash might contain.
to 150,000 tons of ash per year
she wants it."
Toxic substances could be
that might otherwise end up in
Cridland has always enjoyed
introduced into the fragile
a landfill site."
living near the ocean. First, she environment."
This crisis of landfill space is
lived in the Pine Barrens of
According to studies done at
one of the arguments used by
South Jersey near the shore
universities in New York and
Pinellas County when talking
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aboUt using incinerator ash in
the reef project.
The building of an artificial
reef in state waters requires the
permission of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, the state
Department of Natural
Resources and the state
Department of Environmental
Regulation. The U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency monitors reefs projects
around the country to ascertain
the safety of using ash in reefs.
Walter Jaap, a biologist for
the state Department of
Natural Resources, expresses
skepticism over the Pinellas
reef project, as well as concern
over the use of incinerator ash
in reef construction. "ff you
have an existing hard ground,
or live bottom (with rocks to
anchor plant and animal life),
there is no need to put a reef
in. If the bottom

is fairly barren and flat, then a
reef would be practical."
The use of ash, however,
puts J aap at odds with the
county's proposal. "fm sure
the county has aPR package
for this project. The problem is
there is no control over what
goes into the furnace."
"There have been studies
done in Bermuda by Robby
Robinson and Clay Cook on
the detrimental effects of
incinerator ash used in reef .
construction. There seems to
be an impact on anemones,
mollusks and echinoderms in
the larval and yowtg adult
stages. The larval stage is
crucial to the attachment of the
animal to the reef. Using ash
for reef construction is a
euphemism to get rid of solid
waste."
"What is need is monitoring
of what is put out on these
reefs, " says Jaap "We want to

make sure that what Bob
Peacock and the people at
Solid Waste say, is true."
"Old tires," according to
Jaap, "are often sunk into
reefs. They bundle tires
together with materials that
eventually break and the tires
float free of the site and wash
up on shore. Nothing grows on
these tires so there is no
biological advantage."
Dr. Heywood Mathews, an
instructor at St. Petersburg
Junior College gives a
perspective to all of the debate,
"Traditional artificial reef
projects were usually aimed at
the improvement of fishing
grmmds. We must, in the
future, clarify the purpose of
each reef project. In this way it

will be possible to satisfy the
anticipated increases in fish
catch and ensure the
propagation of our resources."

What goes in, doesn•t come out?
• Concrete culverts, bridge pilings, old sea walls and five
barges are sunk into the Pasco County reef sites I and n
• A 1964, Boeing 727 jetliner is lowered by crane into 70
feet of water in the Atlantic Ocean east of Key Biscayne in
an east coast reef project..
• Japanese scientists take a more natural approach when
building the Tsuk Iso (translated as constructed shore
rock). Engineers use specific engineering calculations to
determine the proper materials and configuration to use in
artificial reef construction.
• Worldwide use of materials presents an eerie picture of
dumping whatever is available into reef projects: autos,
buses, freight train cars, offshore gas and oil platfonns,
polyvinyl chloride piping, quany rock, wood, weapons of
war, fiberglass and reinforced plastics.

I
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Sick buildings: working in a war zone

I
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Patricia Sampson knew that what she and
others working at the criminal cowts complex
were feeling wasn't all in their heads. "It
wasn't just stress." There were symptoms
that appeared at work and then subsided when
they were away from the building.
Blood test results from a few workers
revealed their suspicions - Legionnaire's
disease -- were true. Eventually all of the
employees were tested and several more cases
were documented.
Baubiology is the study of buildings and their
impact on human health. New acronym's such
as SBS (sick building syndrome), BRI
(building-related illness) and :MPI (mass
psychogenic disease), have crept into our
vocabulary much like the villains of these
illnesses have crept into air handling systems.
Sick or "tight" building syndrome can be
caused by a number of factors such as toxic
chemicals or airborne diseases. Some of the
symptoms include:
• initation of eyes, nose or throat
• fatigue, headaches or dizziness
• asthma-like symptoms
• odor or taste misperceptions
• itching or rash
It is estimated that 800,000 to 2 million
buildings suffer from lack of proper
ventilation. This may leave anywhere from
30-70 million people at risk of developing
some kind of SBS symptom.
Buildings must be sealed tight to maintain
the building's energy-efficiency so air is not
properly re-circulated.

Another source of air contamination are the
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that are
emitted by new carpets or fwnishings and
from tluorescent light fixtures and VDT
terminals. Also, chemicals found in paint and
insecticides, toner for fax machines and
copiers all have the ability to pollute air that is
just recycled and often not properly filtered.
Building-related illness is caused more by the
engineering, installation or maintenance of
humidification and ventilating systems. Mold
in drain pipes or pans in the air handler can
cause flu-like symptoms for workers.
The spread of the Legionnaire's disease
bacterium is made easier where there is a lack
of fresh air and excessive moisture.
Symptoms of Legionnaire's occur from 2-10
days after infection and include:
• a high fever (up to 104 degrees F.)
• nausea, vomiting and blood-stained
mucus
• chills, muscle aches, headache and chest
pam
According to the Center for Disease Control
(CDC) as many as 100,000 cases of
Legionnaire's may occur in the U.S. annually,
many people may never receive the proper
diagnosis and treatment.
A different form of building illness is mass
psychogenic disease. It is a disease that works
itself into the social networks of a workplace.
When an index (first) case is diagnosed,
friends of the worker are usually among the
next victims and often arc more susceptible if
prone to work-related stresses.
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"RAIL" DANGERS
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}adon gas, Asbestos Insulation and
J.,ead are potential dangers not only in
homes and office buildings but in our
schools as well.
Radon gas is a colorless, odorless gas
found in the form of low-level
radiation occwring naturally from
decaying uranium found in rocks, air
and water. The elements attach
themselves to particles in the air and when
inhaled in sufficient quantity, increase the
chance ofltmg cancer.
The state of Florida reauires all of its school
districts to report radon levels.
Certainly one of the most controversial
substances in buildings is asbestos. Used for
years in buildings as sprayed-on
sowtdproofing, in linoleum flooring and in
shingles and sidings, asbestos contains fibers
that when inhaled, have been thought to
produce lung disease.
The Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) says that 733,000 sites or 20 percent of
all residential and private non-residential
buildings would cost over $150 billion in
removal costs alone. The impact of the
medical costs of asbestos remains a separate
issue of debate.
The new debate over asbestos is whether the
removal (or abatement) of asbestos is safe.
In 1991, an asbestos abatement was done at
Clearwater Mall. Men in sealed suits and
self-contained breathing units climbed into the
ceiling and worked during the night to remove
the asbestos. Air quality was checked by an
independent company and all tenants were
reassured that no contamination took place.
What was in all that dust on the carpets and
walls. The manager of Waldenbooks was
warned by her sister, an employee of a
chemical company, that the removal was more
dangerous than the actual asbestos that was
intact in the ceiling. The project continued and
is considered to be successful by the mall's
management.
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Lead is another contaminant in our
living and working environment. In
1991 the EPA announced new
regulations that would reduce the
amount oflead allowed in tap water.
One of the first real dangers of lead
poisoning was found in paint that
peeled off the walls of almost 900,000
public housing units maintained in
low-income neighborhoods. No one was
willing to pay the costs to remove the paint
and often the old paint was just painted over
and still remains a danger to children.
That cost today is borne by taxpayers, who
must pay society's costs for lower IQs, nerve
damage and organ degeneration caused by the
poisonous lead.

CHEMICAL POLLUTION
In 1985, over 110 million tons of chemicals
were produced in the U.S. alone. A new kind
of illness is becoming more:: prevalent and its
victims have little recourse but to cope with its
insidious symptoms.
Multiple chemical sensitivity (MCS) is
thought to be a breakdown in the immune
system that would generally handle limited
exposure to chemicals. Everyday materials
such as fumes from exhaust pipes of cars and
the smell of perfumes can send some sufferers
into severe breathing difficulties.
There are approximately 50 known-sufferers
ofMCS in the Tampa Bay area and probably
many more who suffer allergic reactions that
do not require treatment.
The dangers of pesticides are well recorded
in works such as Rachel Carson's Silent
Spring. There have been several instances of
poisonings reported after insecticides have
been applied to lawns.
Somehow in this ever more synthetic world,
our bodies are sending signals that things are
not right in the environment. Just like the
canary in the coal mine-- we shouldn't have
to be caged in an environmental experiment.

Volunteerism: a citizen's trust
Before we can even discuss the role of the
vohmteer we must talk about our
responsibilities and rights. A citizen is just one
piece to a complex puzzle called the
community. Definitions provided by:
Webster's New World Dictionary 3rd Edition

citizen-"a member of a state or nation, esp.one with
a republican government, who owes its
allegiance and is entitled to full civil rights
either by birth or naturalization."

community -"all the people living in a particular district,
city, etc. ~~ a group of people living together as
a smaller social unit within a larger one and
having interests, work, etc. in common."
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At a recent meeting at East Lake High
Schoo~ a group of concerned citizens met to
discuss the subject of crime. State House
Representative Mike Billirakis invited a panel
to discuss how a people could "act" to address
this serious problem.
• Billirakis spoke of an ebb in what he
called "the tide of national spirit"
• Pinellas County Sheriff Everett Rice
talks about the importance of community
involvement in solving the crime
problem.
• Pinellas County Judge Steve Rushing
says we should act not because of
collective guilt but out of personal
responsibility. He says, "Get involved in
your community. Write letters to the
editors, vote, serve your time on jury
duty, be a willing witness at a trial."
• An advocate for victim's rights asks for
volunteers to train as counselors for
victims of crime, as advocate for voices
that need to be heard.
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In times of natural
disaster (Hurricane
Andrew, the Midwest

spring floods of 1993,
the California
'-----------'
earthquakes), ordinary
people worked together to overcome adversity.
These efforts demonstrated our willingness to
reach out in response to others' needs.

empathy-"the projection of one's own personality into
the personality of another in order to
understand the person better; ability to share in
another's emotions, thoughts or feelings."

volunteer -"a person who chooses freely to do or offer to
do sometiling...a person who chooses freely to
enter into any transaction with no promise of
compensation."

Definitions aside, there are some true
psychological, physiological and spiritual
benefits to perfonning your civic duty.
You've heard of "runner's high." That is the
release of certain chemicals in the brain that
induce a state of temporary "euphoria"
Beyond the transient physical effects are
longer~lasting feelings of serenity and a
stronger sense of self~esteem.
There are people in our community that
require our services every day. These
individual stories are just as important as any
natural disaster. One person can make a
difference in people's lives.
Each month a new volunteer activity will be
presented. 1bis month: a look at the literacy
problem and what you can do to help. Thanks!

Warning: The act of volunteering
can be habit-forming and contagious.

Lite racy: the key to the future
As humans, we all came from people that
their children with school work and stigma
imposed upon those who cannot read stops
once based their survival on oral tradition. The
elders of a community were the library of
them from seeking help to learn to read.
Several Fortune 500 companies have
knowledge; the ritual of passing
given time and money to literacy
culture down through the
projects. Surveys from around the
generations was the only means of
country have found some innovative
preserving what was important to a
programs in the field:
society.
With the advent of printing, our
• Motorola'£ Mega (AZ.) plant
world began to expand and £hare its
notas courses on company nme
mowteoge ln. a way mat conunues
to teach reading and math
to mystify and sometimes scare
skills
to employees who test
us.
h ate 4114 ~ fh
below eighth-grade level.
Do you believe that illiteracy
~~
somehow doesn't affect you?
• A fiction book by Judith
~ l{lllttt ~ ~
After all, you are reading this
McNaught called Perfect has
h
~
""
tiUJile
~
article - do you have a stake in
a postcard inside the book
whether the kid down the street or
and when returned, the
ie «144~
Adolph Coors, Co. through
someone driving down the road
11M ~ ~ ~ 11146
can read or not? You'd better
"Literacy, Pass It On," will
~
donate money to women's
believe it!
ie~~de
literacy organizations.
• 85 percent of juvenile
• GTE sponsors family literacy
~~
offenders are illiterate.
programs for the public run
4114 ~ l«pte4t o/ ~
by Literary Volunteers of
«<tU ltd 4 ~.
America.
• Adult literacy costs $225
~~
billion in non- productive
• Family Circle magazine has a
4 ~ 4{lllttt ~
-ness every year.
grant program that allowed
--EMILY
DICKENSON
one recipient to rewrite
• The United States has the
stories from the magazine in
lowest literacy rate among
simplified form for students.
industrial nations in the world.
Locally, there are several organizations that
provide instruction in adult literacy:
In one sobering story appearing in U.S News
• The Pinellas County schools offer adult
& World Report, there is a prediction that if
education courses for all kinds of reading
current trends continue, in two decades there
and writing ski1k including Engligh ag a
will be an elite class of literate citizens. Almost
Second Language (ESL).
70 percent of our nation will be considered
•
Literacy
Council of St. Petersburg
"functionally illiterate." Is that the human
(813) 521-1117
family you want to belong to?
•
Literacy
Council of North Pinellas
The word "family" the key to this issue.
(813) 789-4561.
Often, illiteracy is a family problem and that
creates a vicious circle. Parents cannot help
Read and enjoy - the world is yours!
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Ken Rollins paints a bright
future for Pinellas County
Ken Rollins, a museum

will graduate from high school
this year. Noah's interests lie in

director with a sense of
architecture; a search for the
spirituality and a love for right college is under way.
the arts, has just been
Ken and Oini are avid art

named executive director collectors, choosing to
ofthe Florida GulfCoast concentrate on the works of
living, working artists. "We
Art Center.
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somehow shortchanged in the
busy day-to-day Jives we lead.
collect paintings, sculpture,
One theme that pervades
Rollins has already worked
ceramics
,
blown
glass
and
Rollin's
ideas about life and art
his magic on the Polk Musewn
other objects that strike our
is that people do not draw
of Art in Lakeland,
artists
also
interest."
Florida
upon that spiritual side of
transforming that venue into a
hold a special place in the
themselves. "We all have a
highly-respected,
Rollins
collection.
creative
intuition inherent in
state-of-the-art facility. His
Ken doesn't know exactly
us. In today's society, the act
philosophy is to stress the
into
the
what
brings
a
person
and process of making art has
nnportanceofconununity
involvement and art education arts. He says. "My parents said become divorced from living.
In Western culture, art has
while keeping commitments to even as a child I was always
become so academic and tied
his own way of life, his family making objects and creating
things.
Somehow,
that
into
the media with the 'star
and to the arts.
influence has always been
syndrome"'
Ken started running long
there."
While
in
high
school
in
Rollins envisions the Art
before it became a fad and
North Carolina, Ken does
Center becoming the "winter
continues to run a couple of
remember
how
a
teacher
haystack
of the Southeast."
miles daily. He also keeps to a
influenced his emotional
Ken would like the Center to
macrobiotic diet He tries his
become a lead institution with
"Mr.
Davis
feeling
for
the
arts.
hand at tennis several times a
taught physics, algebra, French contemporacy fine crafts, while
year when he challenges his
and
literature. One day he was attracting artists to a regional
wife, Oini Dowling Rollins, to
a match. Gini is an avid player, reading Wordsworth and I saw teaching facility featwing
a tear trickle down his cheek" workshops for the general
and according to Ken, "She
public.
Maybe the answer is to love
beats me in tennis and I go
what
you
do.
Ken thinks the future is
back to running."
While in the Navy during the bright. "I think with our
Ken describes Gini as a vecy
Vietnam
War, Rollins traveled supporters, you will see the Art
talented woman whose first
throughout the Orient and
Center begin to change its
love is weaving. "She is a
discovered
that,
"after
all
is
character and work toward a
seeker, always learning new
said and done, humankind will more specific agenda."
things." Gini spends her time
be remembered with what they
The Florida Gulf Coast Art
with designing calligraphy,
Center
is at 222 Ponce
have
created
-the
art
of
life.
makingjewehy and practicing
yoga. Artistic talent extends to In the Aboriginal culture, art is DeLeon Blvd. Belleair. Call
an integral part of daily life."
(813) 584-8634 for more
the Rollins' son, Noah, who
information.
Our Western civilization seems
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In San Ramon, California,
people can use drink boxes to stifle sneezes.
:__#J.,'!'.O
.. _

In Columbus, Ohio,
drink boxes can be us~~d for writing love letters.
~,....r

~

j•'

f

',;:_ ~

·~~if/
~ "'.:.

In Springfield, Massachusetts,
people can wash ~pdows with drink boxes.

In one year, drink box recycling programs have tripled.
Last year: people started using drink boxes
for more than just drinking. That's because pilot
collection/recycling pr ograms began in ISO
schools. And empty drink boxes
~
started to be recycled into
new and different things like paper towels
and writing paper:
Since then. drink box recycling has
grown significantly. School programs
have t ripled to nearly 500
locations in 13 states. Curbside

[

-J

recycling has been added with pick-up at a half million homes in
seven states. And now. even milk cart ons are being r ecycled with
drink boxes in most programs.
But while drink box recycling has
made such strides in its first year. it still
hasn't reached most communities.
We continue to work, and you can
help. to keep this good thing
growing. For information wnte:
APC Recycling. P.O. Box 3794.
Washington, D.C. 20007.

THE DRINK BOX SERVES YOU RIGHT.

~~

THE MAKERS OF THEDRINK BOX

There are plenty of reasons
to fight underage drinking.
Here's how we're doing it.
At Anheuser-Busch we're committed
to putting an end to underage drinking.
That's why we have
developed, or help
to support, comprehensive programs to
tackle the problem.
They're all based on
providing the
education and
awareness that
young people need
for responsible
behavior and
decision making.

111ft

+Family tallc about drinking.

Experts agree
that it is important. for parents to
discuss drinking with their children at
a young age to help prevent underage
drinking. Our Family 1'd!k brochures,
prepared with the help of professionals
in akohol education, child psychology
and family l:ounseling, provide parents
with useful discussion guides to help
them answer questions and cover
important points with their children.
For copies, just call 1-800-359-TALK.

+NatiorwJ, Collegiate Athletic
Association Fourulation.
Along with The National
Collegiate Athletic
Association Foundation,
.-~-_.,, ,, we provide alcohol
education grants
through their
"Choices" Program.
It encourages NCAA
colleges, universities and
conferences to develop,
implement and evaluate campuswide alcohol education programs that
work toward theeliminationofunderage

drinking and promotes education designed to enable the students to make
informed choices about their lives.

+BACCHUS.
Established on over 500 college and
wuversity campuses throughout
North America,
BACCHUS is an
international student
organization devoted
to providing proactive
alcohol education
programming at a peer
to peer level. Through the
development of year-round
education initiatives, BACCHUS
students promote responsible decisionmaking, healthy lifestyles and
encourages respect for the law and
campus drinking policies.

+Proqram !D.

We sponsored thls booklet to help
retailers enforce drinking age laws. It
provides prototypes of drivers' licenses
from all 50 states to help verify the
authenticity of ID's when presented.

+Barbara Babb Ledure Series.

Some young people may believe
that the consequences of underage or
excessive drinking
will occur to somebody else, never to
them. Barbara
Babb, R.N. and
former critical care
flight nurse, dispels
that myth in her
provocative presentation entitled
"TYing One On."
She has made a
lasting impression on over a quarter of
a million hlgh school students across
the country. Her
program gets
underage kids to
think hard about
what they could be
doing to themselves
and their loved ones
if they drink.
Programs like these are working.
Underage drinking is on the decline.
According to a study by the University
of Michlgan Institute for Social
Research, drinking among high school
seniors has dropped 21% since 1978,
and is now at its lowest level since the
study began in 1975. Over that same
time, the number of drivers killed in
teenage drunk driving accidents has
decreased by 40% as reported by the
U.S. Department of Transportation.
It's progress, but there's a lot more
work to do.
At Anheuser-Busch, we feel that
education and awareness are the best
tools to fight underage drinking. We
will continue to support these
programs and develop new ones to
help make underage drinking a thlng
of the past.
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Ht· im>ilr ycm to share yaur thoughts on the issues menlinned here. We wauJ.d also be /u:J.ppy to sena you injonnaliJm regarding our policies and programs designed
''' t'1u~mrage 1·e.:,7xmsib/e drinldng. Write: AnhellSer-Busch, Inc., Consumer Awareness mul. &illlXJJion, One Busch Place, St. Lnuis, MO 63118
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Ad Example 3

10140 SPECIES OF 0HIORESIDENTS,
LoUisE BARroN Is MoTHER NATURE.

Who would have thought that birds, squirrels,
rabbits, skunks, deer, sncikes and species
of endangered turtles would find a
peaceful home on the grounds of a
power plant? Louise Barton would.
She's a Plant Environmentalist
at the Illuminating
Companys Peny
Power Plant.
"Everyone knows we generate
electricity here, but they don't know
we also have 850 acres of natural forests
and marshes on our grounds. It's beautiful. And
it shows we can coexist with the environment
and still produce electricity." Louise's
commitment to keeping our land, air and water
clean is one all of us at the Illuminating
Company share. "I saw some red-tail hawks
nesting on the grounds. That makes me feel
like we're doing more for the community
than producing electricity.'
At the Illuminating Company, we're working
to help our customers preserve the
environment-to be your Environmental
Partners. Look for environmental tips in
our Electric Connections newsletter.

The Ilhunina.t:ing
Comp~

CU'[b@[;~~D
A Cen1e11or Energy Company

~

YOUR

11
PARTNERS

The Perry Plant Site has been certified by the Nationallnstitute for Urban Wildlife as an Urban Wildlife Sanctuary.
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1991 TAMPA BAY

DEMOGRAPHICS AND READERSHIP
Total Adults

sex
Men
Women

· Aduhs Reached :
Daily
nmes
Tribune

Adults Reached:
Sunday
Tones
Trilule

100%

45%

34%

53%

40%

784.800
921 ,500

46%
54%

45%
45%

37%
32%

51%
55%

41%
39%

177,300
298,400
279,000
216,700
231,200
503,800

10%
17%
16%
13%
14%
30%

31%
30%
35%
45%
55%
60%

32%
34%
37%
40%
39%
29%

43%
44%
47%
50%
61%
64%

43%
42%
50%
45%
39%
30%

Total
Tampa Bay
AOOI1s

%of
Total

1.706,300

Adult Age

18- 24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55 - 64
65 or older
Education
College graduate or more
Some college
High school graduate
Some high school or less

21 %
22%
44%
13%

47%
46%
46%
36%

39%
36%
32%
30%

55%
53%
54%
48%

47%
44%
36%
36%

285,000
400.200
656,700
364,600

17%
24%
38%
21%

49%
45%
44%
44%

40%
39%
31%
29%

53%
52%
54%
55%

49%
45%
37%
33%

Home Ownership
Own home
RenVother

1,208,100
498,200

71 %
29%

48%
39%

36%
29%

54%
51%

40%
40%

Household Size
One or two persons
Three or four persons
Five or more persons

1,096,900
484,100
125,300

64%
29%
7%

49%
41%
24%

34%
34%
39%

57%
50%
37%

38%
44%
48%

Children In Household
No children under 18
Children under 18 presenl

1,223,500
482,800

72%
28%

50%
33%

34%
33%

57%
45%

39%
43%

Marital Status
Married
Divorced/separated
Widowed
Never married

1,407,100
205,800
173,400
280,000

61 %
12%
10%
17%

47%
39%
57%
33%

37%
28%
24%
33%

55%
49%
64%
44%

41%
38%
31%
44%

1,468.900
119,200

-86%
7%
7%

46%
27%
47%

34%
3Yo/o
36%

55%
30%
57%

40%
49%
31%

894.700
52%
418,GQO
25%
811 .600 ' , , ,;.: 48%

36%
35%
'55%

37%
38%
31 %

46%
46%
62%

46%
49%
34%

42%
31%
' 36%

3&'/o
40%
34%

50%
42%
45%

42o/o
50o/o
45o/o

$35,000 - $49,999
$20,000 - $34,999
Less than $20,000

Race
White
Black
Other

118,2~0

Eplployment Status
l;mployed full or part-time
· · wo~ng women
·
. '
Not employed

-

consumers. no other area
medium delivers like the
St. Petersbui'g Times... reaching
187,600 mOI'C aclult l'CadCI'S
Lhan Lhc Tampa Tribune eVCJ'Y
day of the week. As a Times
advertiser, you'll benefit from:

Tampa Bay's Biggest /\udient~e
Daily Adult
Readers

354,900
370,000
749,200
232,300

Annual Household Income
$50,000 or more

lr you need to reach Tampa Bay

.'

'

Times:
Tribune:

Times:
Tribune:

% Reach

768.100
:580.500

45%
34o/o

Sunday Adult
Readers

%Reach

910.300
682.600

53%
40%

Concentrated ·Coverage
More than 95% of Times J'eaders live in
the Tampa Bay Metro Al'ea compared
with only eight in 10 for the Tribune.

Quality Consumers
Reach more adul ts in these key demographic groups with the Times:

T College-ecluca ted
T Residing in households where
total income is $35.000 or more
T Employed in professional.
managerial or technical occupations

,:

Oc;c;upatlonal Status

;·. 1 · ·-

(Of total employed adults)

ProfessionaVmanageriaV
technical
Cll!ri<;aVsales
Blue collar

304,800
313,900
27~.1 00 .

34%
35%
' ·· • . 31 %

NOTE: The tour-county Tampa Bay Metro Area includes Pinellas,
tmlsborough,Pa.sco and Hernando countie s.
Source: 1991 SCarborough Repon
ME-283 October 1991

~t.Jet~t~~urg
mimes
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QUESTIONNAIRE
TOPICS
FAMILY
MEDIA USAGE
PARENTING
SOCIAL INVOLVEMENT
HOUSING JOB
EDUCATION
HEALTH
CREATIVE ENDEAVORS
HUMAN SERVICES USAGE
STATEMENTS ON PLACE IN LIFE
VITAL STATS OF RESPONDENT

FAMILY
1. HOW MANY PERSONS RESIDE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD?
1 or 2
3 or 4
5 or 6
6 or more
2. WHAT IS YOUR MARITAL STATUS?
single
married
divorced
widowed
3. DO YOU HAVE CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF 18 AT HOME?
yes
no
DO YOU HAVE CHILDREN OVER THE AGE OF 18 AT HOME?
yes
no
4. IF YES TO NUMBER 3 --- AGES AND SEXES OF CHILDREN
age
sex
age
sex
child 1
child 4
child 2
child 5
child 3
child 6
5. DO YOU HAVE A CHILD ENROLLED IN DAYCARE?
yes
no
6. WHAT AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS DO YOU MAKE?
someone is home
babysitter
latchkey program
arrangement with
relative watches
friends, neighbor s
other (specify)
7. ARE ANY OF THESE CHILDREN STEP-CHILDREN?
yes
no

u---------

8. WERE YOU RAISED IN A TWO-PARENT FAMILY?
yes
no
9. WERE YOU RAISED AS PART OF A STEP-FAMILY?
yes
no
10. DO YOU SHARE YOUR FAMILY'S CULTURE WITH YOUR CHILDREN OR
GRANDCHILDREN?
yes
no
IF YES, WHAT DO YOU DO TO SHARE THIS CULTURE?
language
cooking
holiday traditions
family stories
photographs
visiting family
crafts or trades
other (specify)
11. ARE YOU A CARETAKER FOR SOMEONE IN YOUR FAMILY OTHER
THAN A CHILD?
yes (if yes, fill in below)
no
(if no, go to number 11)
(relationship to you)
12. IF YES TO NUMBER 11, WHAT TYPE OF SUPPORT DO YOU PROVIDE?
financial
run errands
housekeeping
actual physical care
other (specify)

MEDIA USAGE

13. DO PEOPLE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD READ THE NEWSPAPER?
yes
no (if no, go to number 17)
14. IF YES, HOW OFTEN DO YOU READ THE NEWSPAPER?
1 or 2 times/week
3 to 4 times
weekends
daily
15. WHAT PARTS OF THE NEWSPAPER ARE READ IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD?
national news
local news
sports
family/lifestyles
favorite columns
articles of interest
16. DO YOU READ ONE OF THE FREE COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS?
yes
no

17. DO PEOPLE IN THE HOUSEHOLD READ MAGAZINES ON A REGULAR BASIS?
yes
no (if no, go to number 19)
18. WHAT TYPES OF MAGAZINES ARE READ IN YO UR HO USEHOLD?
childrens
teen/fa n/music
sports/car
mens
business/ computer
science/health
decorating/gardening
hobby/craft
news (Time, Newsweek)
womens/fashion
tabloids (Star, Enquirer )
19 . WHERE DO YOU GET MOST OF YOUR NEWS FROM?
TV
newspapers
radio
20. DO YOU HAVE A VCR?
yes
no
21. DO YOU HAVE CABLE TV?
yes
no
22. DO YOU HAVE NINTENDO OR GAMES LIKE THEM?
yes
no
23. DO YOU USE THE PUBLIC LIBRARY?
yes
no
24. WHAT TYPES OF BOOKS ARE READ IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD?
general fiction
romance
mystery
science fiction
biography
cur r ent even t s
how-to/hobbies
medical/self-help
childrens
inspirational
business
nature/pets
25. WHAT TYPES OF PRIME-TIME TV DO YOU AND YOUR FAMI LY WATCH?
action/adven tu re
sit-coms
sports
movies
educational
news magazine
26. HOW MANY HOURS A DAY IS YOUR TV ON?
1 to 3 hours
7 to 10 hours

4 to 6 hours
more than 1 0 hou r s

27. WHAT DO YOU LISTEN TO ON THE RADIO ?
music

news or talk r adio

~

PARENTING
28. WHAT TYPES OF ACTIVITIES DO YOU PLAN WITH YOUR FAMILY?
parks
beach
theme parks
movies
bicycling , walking
vacations, weekends
29. DO YOU HAVE A LIBRARY CARD?
yes
no
IF YES, HOW OFTEN DO YOU GO TO THE LIBRARY?
twice a month
weekly
only when needed
once a month
for school
30. IF YOU HAVE SCHOOL-AGED CHILDREN, ARE YOU ACTIVE IN A PARENT
GROUP?
yes
no
HAVE YOU ATTENDED A SCHOOL BOARD MEETING?
yes
no
31. ARE YOUR CHILDREN ACTIVE IN ANY AFTER-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES?
yes
no
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
32. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT YOUR CHILD SHOULD BE ABLE TO ATTEND
ANY SCHOOL THAT YOU CHOOSE?
yes
no
33. HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE JOB SCHOOLS ARE DOING?
excellent
good
fair
poor
34. DO YOU BELIEVE YOUR CHILDREN WILL NEED A COLLEGE EDUCATION IN
THE FUTURE TO SUCCEED?
yes
no

SOCIAL INVOLVEMENT
35. DID YOU VOTE IN THE 1992 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION?
yes
no
36. DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH MORE THAN ONCE A MONTH?
yes
no

37. DO YOU DO ANY VOLUNTEER WORK?
yes
no
IF YES, WITH WHOM?

(specify)
(specify)

38. DO YOU RECYCLE ITEMS SUCH AS CANS OR NEWSPAPERS?
yes
no
39. DO YOU CLIP COUPONS ON A REGULAR BASIS?
yes
no
40. HAVE YOU OR ANY MEMBER OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD BEEN THE VICTIM OF
A CRIME IN THE LAST YEAR?
yes
no
41. HAS A FRIEND OF NEIGHBOR BEEN THE VICTIM OF A CRIME IN THE
LAST YEAR?
yes
no
42. HAS THE FEAR OF CRIME LIMITED YOUR ACTIVITIES IN ANY WAY?
yes
no
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43. DO YOU BELONG TO A NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH PROGRAM?
yes
no
44. DO YOU HAVE A GUN IN YOUR HOUSE?
yes
no

..

45. DO YOU HAVE A WORKING SMOKE DETECTOR IN YOUR HOUSE?
yes
no
46. HAVE YOU WRITTEN A LETTER TO A COMPANY OR GOVERNMENT
OFFICIAL IN THE LAST YEAR TO COMPLAIN ABOUT SOMETHING?
yes
no
HOUSING
47. DO YOU OWN OR RENT YOUR PLACE OF RESIDENCE?
1ent
own
OCCUPATION
48 . ARE YOU CURRENTLY EMPLOYED?
yes, full-time
no , not employed

yes, palt-time
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49. DOES ANOTHER PERSON IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD WORK?
yes
no
50. CAN YOU APPROXIMATE THE ANNUAL INCOME OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD?
$10-14,999
under $10,000
$25-34,999
$15-24,999
above $35,000
51. HAVE YOU CHANGED JOBS IN THE LAST YEAR?
yes
no
52. DO YOU HAVE MORE THAN ONE JOB?
yes
no

EDUCATION
53. WHAT LEVEL OF EDUCATION HAVE YOU ATTAINED?
high school
grade school
some
college
vocational ed
advanced degree
college degree
54. ARE YOU CURRENTLY ENROLLED IN SCHOOL?
yes
no
55. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GOING BACK TO SCHOOL?
yes
no

HEALTH
56. DOES ANYONE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD SMOKE?
yes
no
57. ARE THERE ANY SPECIFIC MEDICAL PROBLEMS IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD?
Alzheimers
allergies
visual impairment
asthma
diabetes
hearing impairment
high blood pressure
heart disease
cancer
migraines
arthritis
digestive problems
physical impairment
other (specify)
other (specify)

CREATIVE ENDEAVORS
58. PLEASE LIST ANY HOBBIES?

"
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59. WOULD YOU CONSIDER SUBMITTING A STORY, POEM OR DRAWING TO
SHARE WITH OTHERS?
yes
no

60. WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO ANSWER ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS OR TAKE

PART IN A PERSONAL INTERVIEW?
yes
no

VITAL STAT$
age

sex
NA ME
ADDRESS
CITY

ZIP

PHONE NUMBER
THANK YOU FOR
YOUR TIME AND HELP!
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